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1415  was  a  bad year for the de la Poles. Michael de la Pole, the son of Richard

II’s  disgraced and  exiled  favourite, had eventually been  restored  to the earldom
of Suffolk in  1399. He had evidently decided  to distance  himself  from his Ricard-
ian father who had died in Paris ten years earlier and he seemed set to  rehabilitate
his family in Lancastrian service. He was one of those who assented to the impris-

onment  of Richard II and his  restoration  to the earldom and to his father’s  estates
was expressly made ‘in consideration of his services after the king’s advent’.1 He

served  on  various  commissions underHenry IV, took  part  in the  expedition  to
Scotland in  August 1400, became  a  councillor in 1401 and was on the  king’s
business in  1408  and 1409, this last as  a representative  of the crown at the  council
of Pisa.2 In the spring of  1415  he  indented  to serve the new king, Henry V, on

the  Agincourt  campaign, with a retinue of two knights, thirty-six men-at—arms
and 120 archers and he was accompanied by his eldest son and heir, Michael,
who commanded nineteen men-at—arms and sixty archers.3 Disaster, however,

struck  twice  —  first at Harfleur, where the father died of dysentery on
18 September,‘1 and  a  few weeks  later  on the battlefield, where the young heir,
still technically a  minor, was one of the two noblemen to perish in combat.

The body of Michael senior was conveyed to England for burial at Wing-
field in Suffolk.5 That  of the young Michael was boiled during the night after
Agincourt  and the bones were carried home, and probably buried in the priory
church  of Butley in Suffolk.6 It seems  that  father and son had certainly achieved

‘  CPR, 1399—1401,p. 160.
2 Full  details  of his  career:  CP, vol. 12, part 1, p.  442.
3  PRO, King’s Remembrancer, Accounts  Various, E101  /45/5, m. 3.  According to his

own  accounts  Earl  Michael  had 37  men-at-arms:  PRO, E101/46/24, m. 1.

4  Calendar  oflnquixifiom  PattMamm, vol. 20, 1—5 Hang V, 1413—18, no.  441.  The  retinue

roll for the  earl  gives his date of death as 17 September: PRO, E101  /46/24, m. 3.

5  He had  requested  in his will, made on  1  July 1415, that  if he died in the  north  he be

buried in the  Cat-thusian  Priory in Kingston uponHull  where  his  parents  lay, but that if

he died outside of England his body or his bones should  rest  in the collegiate  church  at

Wingfield in  Suffolk which had  come to the family through his mother  Kathen'nc Wingfield.
E.F. Jacob and H.C. Johnson, eds, 171: Regimr  qf Hang Cbiahele, Art/Jbixbop of Canterbuy,

1414—43, Canterbury and York Society 42, Oxford 1938, vol. 2, p. 59.

‘  No will has survived for the  young Michael, presumably because  he was underage.

J.H. Wylie and W.T.  Waugh, I71:  Reign  «#n V, 3  vols, Cambridge  1914—29, vol. 2,

pp. 216, 274.  There  is no evidence to support the  story that  his bones  were buried  at
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the  restoration  of the family’s  reputation.  The  writer  of the Gate  HenficiQuinIi,
commenting on  their deaths described Michael, the  second earl, as ‘a  knight
of excellent and  most  gracious  name’ and the  heir  ‘as  strong, as  daring, and
as  active  as any member  of the  court’, lamenting at the latter’s death  only
weeks later  the  loss  of ‘a  brave young knight’.7

What did the futuxe  hold  for the de la  Pole family after.  such  tragedy?  It was
perhaps some  consolation that although the  young Michael’s brother, William, just
short of his  nineteenth birthday, had  also joined  the  expedition  and had contracted
dysentery at  Harfleur, he had  been  invalided  home  and  survived.  In addition, the
young Michael had left at least  three daughters  and  whilst many of the de la Pole
lands  were entailed, given that  entailments in  tail general  were morecommon
than those  in tail  male, much of the  property ought to  have  passed to the girls.8
It  would appear, however, from  the surviving fragment  of a  document pro-
duced at the end of the fifteenth  century, that  Uncle William  was not  a  very
safe  pair of hands for his  three nieces. Moreover, the  same  source  suggests

Ewelme  in Oxfordshire, the  home  of  Alice  Chaucer who in 1430 married  William  de la

Pole, Duke of  Suffolk.  In 1415 the de la Poles had no  known  connection  with Ewdme.

H.A. Napier, Hirtorital Notice: of the Parishes qf Sugmmmhe and  Ewe/me  in the  Cauny of 029’0rd,
Oxford1858, p. 48. The  story that he was  buried  in the  priory church  of  Butley in Suffolk
has  tended  to be regarded as no more than a  tradition. However, the  manor  of  Benhall
and the  advowson  of  Butley were granted  to Michael de la  Pole  in 1382, following the
death of the  last Ufford earl  of Suffolk, a  grant  which  brought  to an end  years  of  claims
by the  priory to free  election. Moreover, the fact that in 1416 the Dowager  Countess
Katherine sent a  gift  of six paixs [‘copeles’] of rabbits to the  prior  of Butley on the day
of the  anniversary of her son is  suggestive.  BL Egerton  Roll 8776.  Though  dated  for the
year 4—5 Henry IV, it is clear from  internal evidence  that  these  accounts actually relate to
the year 4—5  Henry V, i.e.  1416—17. (1 am  greatly indebted  to Professor Colin  Richmond
for copies of  Roger Virgoe’s transcripts  of the de la Pole  accounts which we  hope  to see
into  print  in a  volume  for the  Suffolk  Records  Society).  The  Priory is  famous  now for its
surviving gatehouse, dating from  c.1320. Its  armorial frieze  of 35  shields makes reference
to many regional and  noble  patrons, though it is too  early to have  included  the de la Poles,
J.N.L. Myres, 'Butley Priory, Suffolk.  1. The history of the  priory, Archaeological journal,
vol.  90 (1933), p.  192; the same, ‘3. The excavations of  Butley Priory’, ibidm, p.  248; W.D.

Caxoé, ‘2. The later  history of the  priory and gatehouse’, ibidem, pp. 232, 236; and  ].G.
Mann, ‘Butley Priory’, County bfi, 25 Match 1933, pp.  308-13.

7  F. Taylor and  1.8.  Roskell, eds, Cute  Hemin'Quinli.  7h  Deed: ofHeng the Fy’tb, Oxford,

1975, pp. 51, 97.
'  J.P.  Cooper, ‘Pattcms of inhetitance and  settlement  by great landowners from  the

fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries’, in J.  Goody, J. Thirsk and ER  Thompson, eds,
Family and Inheritance:  Rural Sodey in  Warm: Eumpe, 1200-1800, Cambridge  1976, pp.  200—

10; SJ.  Payling, ‘Social  mobility, demographic change  and  landed  society in late  medieval
England, Economic Hixtoy Rm'ew, vol.  45 (1992), pp.  58—59  on the rarity of examples of
the heir general  being disinherited  in  favour  of  a  male collateral. I  am  much  indebted  to
Dr  Simon  Payling for his  discussion  of entails and for his  views  on an earlier draft of this
paper.
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that there  had  after  all been fou: girls, but one of  them, it  seems, had got
away.9

Michael, the  second  earl, and his wife, Katherine, daughter of  Hugh  Staf-
ford, second Earl of Stafford, had married in 1383, possibly on 13  April, if
they had adhered to the marriage  contract  between the respective fathers, Earl
Hugh and Sir  Michael  de la Pole.Io Michael was sixteen. The age of his bride
is unknown; she may have  been somewhat younger for, although  eventually
they were blessed with  a  large number of children, their  eldest surviving son
was not bornuntil  1395.  William, their second son, was born on 16 October
1396“ and  three more sons— Alexander,]ohn and Thomas  -  and five daughters
—  Katherine, Isabel, Elizabeth, Joan and Philippa — are  known  to have sur-
vived.12 Michael the heir had been married off, before 24 November 1403,13
to Elizabeth Mowbray, daughter of  Thomas  the  duke  of Norfolk who, having
been banished fromEngland by Richard II, had died in 1399.” Since Michael
was only eight it is hardly surprising that children only began arriving in  1410.

9  PRO, Exchequer  Miscellanea, E163/9/28.

'° CCR, 1381—85, pp.  249-50; 1385—89, p.  376; CPR, 1388—92, p.  383.  Given that
Michael  was not even 2.  bacon, this marriage was  a considerable  coup for the dc la Pole
family.

"  Calendar  qf [PM vol. 20, 1—5 Hang V, 1413— 18, no.  843, William’s proofof age
taken  on  7  February 1418.

‘2 Below, :1. 43, for the  suggestion  that the're were probably 12 children in all. It is not
known  in what  order  or which years the daughters were born. Katherine was perhaps the
eldest. She does not  feature in the list of expenses for Dowager  Katherine’s other  children
in  1416—17  so she may already have been professed  as  a  nun at  Barking, where  she

eventually rose  to be abbess. Isabel had been married off to  Thomas, Lord  Morley by
1403, the same year in which her eight  year  old  brother  was  married  off and it had evidently

been agreed  that  if Isabel died her  sister  Elizabeth might marry Thomas instead  (CPR,
1402—05, pp.  152—53). In the end Elizabeth married Edward  Burnell, son of  Hugh, Lord
Burnell.  Edward was killed at  Agincourt  along with his  brother-in—law.  The CP, vol. 2,
p.  435, states that  Lord Hugh married Philippa but this is impossible.  Payments were  being
made in  1416  for Lady Elizabeth de  Burnell  following the death of  ‘lord  de Burnell’, BL
Egerton  Roll  8776. As Lord Hugh did not die until  1420  his son Edward did not strictly
hold a peerage, CPR, 1416—22, pp. 49, 362, 371, 374.  It is not  known whether  or who

Philippa  married, but she was evidently still very young in  1416—17  when money was being
paid for he: to reside  with  the prioress in  Bungay, BL  Egerton  Roll  8776.  Nothing is

known of Joan beyond her mention with her sisters in the  1416—17  expenses. R. Horrox,
The De la  Pale: ofHu/l, East Yorkshire Local History Society, 1983, p. 23, gives a  genealogy

grouping the  daughters  at the end, omitting, Elizabeth and Joan  and, following the Corry/ct:
Peerage, marrying Philippa to Lord  Burnell.

‘3 CPR, 1401—05, p.  331.
1‘ Elizabeth’s age is  unknown  though it is  clear that  she was the eldest of Thomas

Mowbray’s daughters  and may possibly have followed quite soon  after  her  brothers  who
were born in  1385  and possibly 1386, so  that  she  could  have been  fourteen  at the time
of the marriage. R.E.  Archer, ”I'heMowbrays, earls of Nottingham and dukes of Norfolk,

to  1432’, unpubl. PhD thesis, Oxford 1984, pp. 98, 100-01, 179—80.
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He was fifteen when Katherine, perhaps named after her grandmother, was born
on  6  May.  Elizabeth  followed on 22 July 1411  and Isabel on 4June 1415, in the
midst of preparations for her grandfather and father's departure to France.15

Writs were issued on  6  October for the earl’s inquisition postmortem and
the jurorsconfirmed  that  Michael, the son, was the  heir, though they mistakenly
claimed  that  the  latter  was twenty-three. However, the jurorsresponding to
writs for young Michael’s  own inquisition, issued on 6 December, all  declared
that Michael had died within age.‘6 On 8 December  1415  Dowager  Countess
Katherine and Sir  Thomas  Erpingham, William  Phelip, Robert Bolton and
Thomas Frampton" were granted the keeping of de la Pole lands, worth £232
beyond the dowers of  Katherine  and Elizabeth, free of any farm, during both
the minority of the son  Michael, who according to this grant had died at
Agincourt  while  still  a  minor, and that of the second son, William. At the
same time Katherine and her daughter-in—law, the Dowager Elizabeth, were
to  have  the keeping of  that  property which was held by the crown during the
minority of Michael’s  three daughters, which was  valued  at £40 p.a. beyond
the dowers.“3 On 18  March 1416  Elizabeth was licensed to grant her dower lands
and the manor of Benhall which she had received from her father-imlaw for life

'5 These  are the  dates  given on  their grandmother’s  inquisition  post-martem:  Inquiriliom
Post-Marten:  Relaling to Yorkrhin  aftb: Reign:  amgy IV and Hang V, ed. WP. Baildon and
J.W. Clay, Yorkshire Archaeological  Society Record Series 59, 1918, pp.  150—51.  The

inquisitions post-monem for  their father  in 1415  state  that  Katherine was fourand  more;
Elizabeth three  and  more; and Isabel  half a  year, while  that  for  Isabel  Ufford, dowager
countess  of  Suffolk  who died in  1416, states that  Katherine was  four;  Elizabeth  three;  and

Isabel one year and  more:  Calendar  of IPM,  vol. 20, 1—5 Hang V(1413—18),  nos  452,  593.
The de la Pole  accounts  describe the expenses for all  three daughters  in  1416—17, showing
that  Isabel, then  apparently only one year old was at Fressingfield with her  nurse  Joan
Baker from14 August  1416 until  26 September  1417,  BL  Egerton  Roll 8776.

'6 Calendar  9/ 1PM, vol. 20, 1—5 Hang V,  1413—18, nos  441-51;  452—59.  It was stated
on 13 October  1415, when  arrangements were  made for the  transfer  of the carl’s  lands,
that Michael  the  younger  was already of full age, but it is clear  that  he died a minor, as
the  author  of the Gem  reported  and as was stated in the instructions to  escheators  making
transfers to his widow Elizabeth. He is generally described as Michael de la  Pole,  son of

the earl of  Suffolk  by contemporaries, rather  than  as earl in his own right. CPR,1413—
16, p.  364; Yarkxbin 1PM, pp.  111-12;  CCR,  1413—19, pp.  253, 263,  461;  1419—22, p.  147.

'7 All of  these  had  been among the  thirteen  feoffees who in  1411  had made an estate
of de la Pole  property jointly to Katherine and  Michael, Calendar  (y 1PM,  vol. 20,  1—5,
Hengy V, 1413—18, nos. 448, 449.  Robert Bolton  had been in the  service  of Earl Michael

at  least  since  1405, BL Egerton  Roll 8878, and at least by 1407  was in receipt of two life
annuities  of £20 and £5, payable fromthe Hull  estates, East Suffolk County Record  Office,

Cornwallis  Ms. Box 9. In the same  year  Thomas Frampton was acting as the  earl’s receiver,
ibid, and  both  Bolton and Frampton were  executors  of the  second  earl, Jacob and Johnson,

Regimr  of Chic/191e, vol.  2, p. 59.  Both accompanied  the earl to  France  in  1415  and, along

with  three others, were licensed to  escort  his body home fromHarfleur:  PRO, E101  /46/
24, m. 3.

‘3 CPR, 1413—16,pp. 383—84.
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as part of her jointure and which was held in tail male,19 to a group of {coffees
who  were  then to grant an annuity of £50 from  Benhall  to her brother, John
Mowbray, and his associates.20 This suggests  her wish for someone to act as  a
protector during what was undoubtedly a  period of uncertainty and  upheaval,
but it may also have  been the prelude to her entering a  convent.  On 1October
1416 William de la Pole secured  a  grant of the marriages of his nieces, a  grant
which he got renewed on the 17 January 1420.21 On this same  date, Countess
Katherine being dead,22 the remaining grantees of  8  December, were pardoned
any issues which they had received fromthe de la Pole lands.23 Similarly pardon
was given in respect of the grant to Dowager  Elizabeth  whom it was declared
was then professed as a nun.The trustees were further granted the keeping
of the  lands  of the three daughters providing they paid the outstanding debts
of the two Michaels and maintained the heiresses.24

William de la Pole was granted seisin of his father’s lands on 9 May 1418.25
These  consisted firstly of old de la Pole territories in the northof England, con-
centrated on Kingston uponHull  and the manor of Myton, together  with  terti-
tories in  Duxham, including the manors of Isle and Bradbury and lands and
tenements in and around Preston on Skrene.26 The  Yorkshire  estates had been
conveyed in  1411  by a group of feoffees jointly to  Earl  Michael and Katherine.
These core properties had been augmented by scattered purchases in  Bucking-
hamshire, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, Hampshire, Suffolk and Wiltshite.

The Suffolk lands  were substantially increased by the marriage of  Michael  de la
Pole to the heiress, Kathen'ne Wingfield, through whom he received the manor
of Wingfield which in  time  became the caput of the family. It  was, however,
the grant in  1385  of the lands and title of William Ufford, Earl of Suffolk,
which secured the family’s position.Z7 Most of Ufford’s land was held in tail
male and clearly in  1415  William  could  expect to inherit the entailed estates
but could he be  sure  of securing the whole de la Pole inheritance?

'9 Calendar  of IPM, vol. 20, 1—5, Hang V, 1413—18, no. 459.
2° CPR, 1413—16, pp.  402—03.
2' Ibid, 1416—22, pp. 48, 256.
”  Acc. to the  Yorkshire  inquisition  post  mortem  Countess  Katherine  died on  8  April

1419.  A Durhaminquisition gives 31  August  1419:  PRO, Durh3/2, f. 219d.
1’ CPR, 1416—22, p.  256; PRO, Chancery Warrants for the Great  Seal, C81/667. The

feoffees petitioned for  release fromtheir duties.
2" CPR, 1416—22, pp. 48, 256.  No details are given as to  what  lands belonged to the

heiresses.
2‘ CCR, 1413—19, p.  461.
‘5 Hortox, De In  Pain, pp. 11—12, 25—27, for  more  details of  these  early acquisitions.

E.B.  Fryde, William  d: In  Pole, Merchant and  Banker, d  1366, London 1988, pp.  232—34; 1.

Roskell, 771: [meatbment (fMitbael  de la  Pole, Earl  qxgfi/k in  1386, Manchester 1984, pp.
205—08, lists the  older  dc la Pole estates.

27 CPR, 1385—89, p. 18. Details of the Ufford  settlement:  A.  Tuck, Richard  II and the

Eng/I'M  Nobiliy, London  1973, pp. 76—77.
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The inquisitions post mortem on the young Michael recorded the dower
and jointure interests of his widow Elizabeth, together with any limits arising
from the  survival  of Ufford’s widow, Countess Isabel, and declared that his
daughters  were his heirs. In Suffolk the jurorsreported  that  William was the
heir  male and that the manor of Benhall was held in tail male, but  that  Michael’s
heirs  were his daughters.28 When the Uffordcountess  died the following year
her  rather  incomplete  inquisition  declared  that although  William de la Pole
was  heir  to some of the Suffolk lands the  three  girls were heirs to the Norfolk
manor of  Costessy, and the  inquisition  cited letters patent of Richard II of
1384  in supportof their position.29 On the death of the second  earl’s  widow
in 1419 a Yorkshire inquisition post-monem recorded that she and her  late
husband and the heirs of their bodies held  a  yearly rent  of £50 from the fee
farm of Kingston uponHull. Once again it was claimed that this was by letters
patent and indeed these were produced for the jurors.Although  it was stated
that William was Dowager  Kamerine’s  heir male, the inquisition named the
three daughters of the young Michael to be the heirs of their bodies under
the grant of the fee farm.30 All of this suggests  that  there  was  a  concern to
distinguish  the rights of the heirs male from  those  of the  heirs  general, and
whilst it is not at all clear whether the  original  dc la Pole lands or the Wingfield
inheritance were entailed, there are some indications  that  the oldest de la Pole
lands  around Hull ought  to have gone to the latter. Isabel died at  Christmas
1421  and her  sister  Elizabeth on 11 or 12 January following, at which time
they appear to  have  been in the custody of  Thomas  Langley, Bishop of
Durham.31 On 12 July 1422  a  cuxious  order was issued to the abbess of
Bruisyard not to cause the eldest of the three  daughters  to make her profession
as  a  nun either  there  or any where else, if possible, until she came of age. Her
two sisters, Elizabeth and  Isabel, had died sometime after January 1420, but
it had been established that all three had been heirs to certain lands and  that
were  the  abbess to fulfil her purpose of making the young Katherine  a  nun
it would tend to Katherine’s disherison. Despite  this, on 9 May 1423  Katherine
was professed a nun, as the Abbess  Ellen certified in Chancery in late August.32
It is not known who had alerted the crownabout Katherine’s rights to he:
inheritance but the episode suggests some concern to protect the interests of
the heir general. The order might have been prompted by the fact  that  Kather-
ine’s entry into a  nunnery could  cost  the crowna  valuable wardship.33

23 Calendar  of IPM vol. 20, 1—5 Hwy V,  1413—18,  nos  452—59.

2’ Ibzd, nos  591—93; CPR, 1381—85, p.  450.
3° Yorkrhire IPM, pp.  150—51. On 20 October  1415  the Yorkshire jurorshad  drawn a clear

distinction between the lands which Earl Michael had held with Katherine, and the much

smaller properties held in tail male as  part  of the  honour  of Eye in Suffolk:  ibid,  p. 111.
3' PRO, Durh3/2, f. 222—222d. The January date is somewhat ambiguous.

’2 CCR, 1419—22, p.  247; CFR, 1422—30, pp.  43-44.
’3 Whilst William had  obtained  the marriages  free  of payment, the  fate  of the wardship

of the lands is less  clear, particularly after  the deaths of the Ufford  countess and Dowager
Katherine and the  departure  of Dowager Elizabeth into  a  numery.
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A  series of inquisidons post-mortem in September  that  year established
the  various  rights of  Katherine, Elizabeth  and Isabel at least to the old de la
Pole  lands in  Durham. That  taken in respect of Isabel on 12 September
declared  that  Katherine and Elizabeth were the heirs and two days  later  an
inquisiu'on on Elizabeth declared  Katherine  to be the heir. Two days after that
an inquisition recorded that as Katherine had entered into religion, William
de la  Pole, her uncle, was the next heir.34 In  1436  his income tax return
recorded annuities of £50 to his  sister-m-law, Elizabeth, Prioress of Bruisyard,
and 100  marks  to Katherine. The  latter  became abbess of Bruisyard; her annuity
was still being paid in  1453  by William’s widow, Alice Chaucer, from her
Suffolk lands?5

These  circumstances raise questions about what pressures were brought
to bear upon the interested parties in  1415.  These girls as infants would  have
had no say in what happened, but it is hard to believe  that  under normal
circumstances Michael and Elizabeth de la Pole would have planned for their
eldest  daughter  aged only five or six to enter  a  nunnery.  A  much more likely
scenario is that the idea of committing her there arose after the premature
deaths  of  first  her father and  then  her  sisters, she receiving a  large  annuity
from her ambitious  uncle  by way of compensation.  That such  plans were in
hand  at  a  very early stage is suggested by the payment on 11 May 1417  of 65.
8d. to the young Katherine, granddaughter of the Dowager  Countess, for her
expenses at Bruisyard with her mother Elizabeth. On the same day the Dowager
paid  a  similar sum in alms to two of the convent’s resident nuns?"s Were  these
the first  steps on the road to both motherand daughter renouncing the world
and, more particularly, any claims which they had to the de la Pole  estates?
The surviving fragment fromthe 14905 gives an unequivocal indication  that
pressure was indeed being applied  specifically for this purpose, for the author
states  that it was on the  advice  of the Dowager Countess  Katherine, he:
mother-in  law, that  Elizabeth took herself and  Katherine  to Bruisyatd, ‘that
the erldome  should  remayne to the second brother, Sir Wyllyam  a  pool be

3‘ 72w 45th  Annual 124:0” eff/1: qy Keg)”  oftbe Public Recordr, London, 1885, appendix
I, pp. 250—51. This printed  calenda:  of, PRO, Durh3/2, ff.  221—223d, omits details of

the  girls’ births and  deaths  and the  date  of  Katherine’s profession.
35 York/Jim [PM pp.  113, 151. PRO E163/7/31. BL Egerton  Roll  8779. This was  a

charge  on the manorof  ‘Virlayes  cum  Brownestente’ and on the major de la Pole  manors
of  Sttadbroke, Old Wingfield and Fressingfield.  This last  was apposite enough for the
porch  at Fressingfield Churchhad been built by Dowager  Countess Katherine  in memory
of her husband.  Alice Chaucer’s  jointure, set up in 1430, included  all the Durhamestates
mentioned in the inquisitions  post-monem on the de la Pole  heiresses, as well as the
properties  in and  around  Kingston uponHull.  Interestingly the manors  were  divided  into
two  groups, one, comprising largely Suffolk  lands, was to descend to  their heirs general
while the  rest, including the  Durham lands, was to descend to their heirs male. I am

grateful to Dr Simon Payling for his  comments  on the interesting way in which the  heirs
male and general were distinguished. BL Harl. Ch. 54.1.9.

3‘ BL Egerton  Roll  8776.
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cause of the  name’.” How far had the pressure originated with Dowager
Katherine or, perhaps fromthe man  most  likely to benefit from the effective
removal of the heirs general, namely William de la Pole?

Katherine  Stafford remains  a  largely shadowy figure  though with twelve
surviving children  she was surely something of  a  matriarch. In his will Earl
Michael had left her, among other  things, a crown(um  diademate), which had
once  belonged to her father Earl Hugh, all his lands and tenements at the old
family seat in Kingston uponHull, including the manor  called  ‘le  Courthall’,
and he had appointed her as one of his executors.  Although  there were twelve
executors it seems that Katherine oversaw proceedings herself, receiving
Matthew  Assheton, the archbishop of Canterbury’s  commissioner  who had
been empowered to grant the administration of the will, at Wingfield Castle,
on 5 November  1415.  Assheton later reported  that  he had been unable to
collect the  dead  earl’s seal because it was still overseas, but that Katherine had

given him an assurance that she would recover it for him.38 It is Katherine,
as  executtix, who is named at the head of the accounts for the wages of Earl
Michael and his teu'nue.39 In the expenses recorded in the accounts for  1416—
17 Katherine’s commanding position is evident  through  the emphasis upon
her wardrobe, her purchases of silver vases, livestock and othergoods, the
liveries of cloth, including some for the dead earl’s tomb and nearly one
hundred payments made on her behalf to cover the  costs of gifts, offerings
and aims including one payment to  a poorman to whom Katherine had given
permission  to enter the de la Pole  hospital  in Hull. Most  striking of all are the
payments for arrangements for the sustenance of not only her own children
but, more significantly, that  of her three  granddaughters.” Her young daughter
in law may either  have  had no choice or simply have been more than willing
to submit herself to the controlling hand of Katherine in the aftermath of the
death of her  husband  in battle, even to the point of being willing to enter the
convent.

It is now  time  to tum the truncated manuscript, of unknown purposes
and authorship, which survives in the Public Record Office in London. It
can be read as  a  sort of pedigree, and was produced in or soon after 1490
and  depicts  the descent of the de la Poles fromthe death of Michael at

37 PRO, E163/9/28. Payling, ‘Social mobility’,  p. 58, cites the example of  Edmund,
Lord  Deincourt  (d.1327) expressing fear  that  his  name  and armsmight  become  extinct  in

the  person  of his great granddaughter. Payling singles out as exceptions to the  acceptance
of inheritance by females only Katherine’s  case, that  of the Beauchamps in 1344 and the
rather unusual  case of the  Stranges  of Blakemere in  1349.

3’ Jacob and Johnson, Rzgimr  of Chicbele, vol. 2, p. 59; RE  Archer  and BE. Ferme,
"Testamentary procedure  with special reference to the  executrix’,  in Medieval Women in
Sauthem England, Reading Medieval Studies, vol. 15  (1989),  p. 9.

3’ PRO, E163/9/28, m. 1.
‘° BL Egetton Roll 8776.
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A  SKELETON IN THE DE LA POLE CLOSET?

two hereditary lines and connecting to  a central  pedigree. On the left  hand
side is drawn the descent from the LordsBraose, Segtave and Mowbray
concluding with roundels for  ‘John  Duke’ the second Mowbray duke  who died
in  1432  and ‘John  Duke’ for the John who died in  1461. A final  roundel which
might have contained ‘John  Duke’ for the last in the male line has been  left
blank. Above the Johns is written  ‘thesebe  ye olde auncetrys of the dukedom
of northfolke’. On the right hand  side  is shown the de la Pole descent, though
the top right hand segment of the document is now lost so  that  the first
surviving roundel  is for the second earl. Below the  text  two roundels  come
together to mark the  union  of Elizabeth Mowbray, daughter of  Thomas, first
Duke  of Norfolk, and  Michael  the younger, though  the latter roundel is so
badly damaged that it only remains in outline. To the right of this the right
hand portion of  a  line connects him to the roundel for his  father, Michael de
la Pole, the second earl. From the  latter  project ten  pins, clearly indicating all
the other children who were bornto himself and Countess Katherine, though
only the names of ten of their twelve children are known. The pin heads have
been filled in with black ink evidently to indicate that all of  these  children
were by this  time  deceased.43 Below Michael is  a  roundel for ‘Sir William 3.
Pool, duke, the second son’ and  though  the  bottom  right hand corner is now
tom away, it may be surmisedthat  this was followed vertically with a roundel
for John de la Pole (d.1492), William’s only son, and beneath  that, John’s
second son, Edmund de la Pole who in the  14905  was the surviving claimant
to the de la Pole lands and  title.“

The chief interest of the  document, however, lies with the descendants of
the young Michael and Elizabeth, for it reveals that the couple’s surviving

was one long sheet fromwhich the top is now missing and though trimming at the  bottom
may mislead, it seems unlikely that there  was  a second  or later membranes. A few fragments
of  a text  in  a  later  16"‘-c.  hand remain on the dorse; they add nothing to the story, but
appear fromthe use of some rhyming words at the ends of the lines to be some doggerel
verse, perhaps based on the main text.  They are: ...culat  /  ..  .  ecte  to his  spouse /
.  .  .  violat / .  .  .  nPube  he chose his  /  house.  .  .  oost  Pamorous / .  .  .  we hens go / .  .  .  uncio.

Second stanza:  worthiest  /  .  . .atur / ulfull  /  ...[?y]ou  kept hym sur(e) .  .  .  [v]irgyn
put  /  [?pay]ne or wo. Third  stanza: mankind  /  missing line  /  .  .  .  thy mynd  /  pynned /
.  . .  he woo. Fourth  stanza:  . . .  so  dere / told / yere. I am indebted to Simon Payling and
Hannes Kleineke for  their  cements on the  manuscript.

‘3 The document has been drawn up with considerable care and deliberate signposting.
It seems safe to assume  that  the  author  knew of all the children, two of whose names

have never  been recorded. Some of these may have been births which would fill the gap
between the marriage of Katherine and Michael in  1383  and the  birth  of  their  eldest
surviving son in 1395, above, n. 12.

‘4 I am hugely indebted to  Margaret Condon for her help with reading and  interpreting
this  document, in  particular he: suggestion that this  last  roundel would probably have
shown Edmund  rather  than John, Earl of  Lincoln, who had died at Stoke in  1487.  It may
be  that  a  pin with black inked  head  would have projected from the  roundel  of John the
father  in order to show that the eldest son was already deceased.
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children  included  a  daughter called Jane, otherwise  unknown  to history. There
is no indication of her sisters, Isabel and Elizabeth, unless the author mistakenly

assigned  these  to  Michael  senior.  A  line  connects the  couple  to  a  roundel
naming ‘Kateryne  the  nunne’ who is described underneath thus:  ‘This  Kateryne
was abbes of breseyerd’, but  next  to her, and  just  visibly connected to the
roundel for  Michael, is  droundel  for ‘Jane with the Blemyssh’. Four pins, the

heads  inked  in black, projecting from Jane’s roundel, indicate fourchildren
deceased, whilst  a  line of descent leads to  a  roundel naming William, sone

of  Jane’. From William’s roundel project two  pins, the heads left clear to in-
dicate two living children and  a  line of descent to  a  roundel for  ‘John  some
of William’.

It is essentially the story of Jane which is the focal point of the  text
although the balance of  probabilities  is that its true purpose was to  highlight
the existence of this grandson, John. An account of this episode made in the
late eighteenth or early nineteenth century, which appears to be an accurate
transcript from the surviving fragment when it was in a more complete  state,
makes it possible to add some details to the story.45 From this it appears that
the  additional  daughter, Jane, having been badly burned in a fire by the negli-
gence of  a  nurse ‘by the which she was greatly blemished and disfigured  .  . .
[and] .  .  .  loathed of her parents’46 was placed in  a  closed order of nuns. Jane,
however, refused to remain in the convent and her grandmother, ordering her

never to disclose her pedigree, arranged for her marriage to a Suffolk yeoman
by whom Jane had five children, Thomas, William, John, John and Alice.
William married Alice Gryse and produced three children, John, Margaret and
Agnes, who  were  all alive in 1490. Jane  herself, having been a widow for some

years, had eventually taken  out an indulgence (‘a general  pardon fromRome’)

and in confessing to a doctor of laws had revealed her parentage. Her confessor
had ordered her upon  ‘pain  of deadly sin’ to reveal her true identity to safeguard

herself and to ensure  that ‘the  knowledge thereof should' not  dye’, for, he said,

‘the great power of almighty god was unknowne to all the world.’
The story raises more questions  than  can probably be answered. Firstly

how true is this extraordinary tale?  That  the document has survived among

the public records suggests  that  it had some official interest, whether the author
was  working under  orders from the crown or, perhaps more likely, that  the

fragment forms part of  a  petition to the crown.47 The latter possibility begs
the  question  who was interested in  such  a revelation and why it was of interest
at this particular juncture? So far as veracity goes there are  certain  aspects of
the story which stretch credibility. The  texts  make it clear  that  Jane was the

“5 BL Add. MS  14409, f. 270.  This  is  a  composite volume of  texts  associated  with

Thomas  Lloyd.
‘6 The  quotes  are  here  taken fromthe  British  Library copy.

‘7 The fragment is not actually a  petition, but might possibly have  been a  document
intended to supporta formal  peu'tion for  restoration  of lands.
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eldest  daughter:48 which would mean  that  she was born before 1410, making
her father thirteen or fourteen at the time. Though this is  just  possible, the
idea of  a  daughter of no more than ten defying her grandmother on the
question  of remaining in the convent  does  seem problematic. Her defiance
would be even harder to credit  were  it assumed that she had been bornin
the  convenient  gap between the births of  Katherine  (1410) and Elizabeth
(1411) and before that of Isabel (1415).49 Little help is provided fromamong
other surviving written sources. There was certainly time for Michael and
Elizabeth to  have  had another  daughter.  It is regrettable and indeed altogether
rather strange  that  neither the name of Jane’s husband, nor the surname of

her descendants are recorded, but  a  family by the name of Grys or Gryse
certainly existed in  Suffolk  and indeed had connections with the de la  Pole
family.  A  Roger Grys is mentioned in  a  list of debts owed by the second earl
in  1404  and was perhaps the same Roger who acted as receiver to the earl in
1407—08 and remained in service at least until  1416—17  when he received the
rather meagre fee of  40s.” In 1418 Roger was one of the feoffees to whom
Dowager Elizabeth granted her  lands  for the purpose of providing the annuity
for her brother John Mowbray.51 In  1416—17 a  John Grys was farmer of the
de la Pole manor of Sternfield  Moundevylles, while 21 Thomas  Grys was sur-
veyor of  Fressingfield.  In  1453—54 Duchess Alice’s farmer in the de la  Pole
manor of Sileham was one William Gryce.52 It is at least believable  that  Jane
and her. husband could  have  used Jane’s family connections to find  a  daughter
in law in the Gryse  family.

Without knowing the authorship of the document or indeed its precise
status one can only guess  at: the reason for its production at the end of the
fifteenth  century. The de la  Poles, of course, had been a threat to the new
Tudordynasty from the start, for the marriage of William de la Pole’s only
son, John, to the sister of Edward IV and the demise of Richard III at
Bosworth, had left the family with a strong claim to the English crown.53
John’s eldest son, the earl of Lincoln, having joined the rebellion of Lambert
Simnel, had  fallen  at Stoke in 1487, but John himself had remained loyal to
Henry VII.The  latter, however, died in 1492 and the de la Pole  title  and any
‘Yorkist claim’ then  vested in the family, descended to his second son Edmund.

4s The original calls Katherine the  youngest  daughter and the copy declares Jane to
have been the eldest.

‘9 My thanks  to Simon Payling for discussing with me the question of defiance.
5° BL  Egerton  Roll  8777; East  Suffolk  County Record Office, Cornwallis MS, Box 9;

BL Egerton  Roll  8776.
5' CPR, 1415—16, p. 402.
52 BL Egenon Roll  8776; 8779.

53 A  pedigree roll proclaiming the de la Pole position, probably drawn up between 1484
and 1500:P. Morgan, “‘Those  were the days”:  A Yorkist  pedigree roll’, in Estrangemnt,
Enterpnlre and  Education  in Fflieentb  CBIIIIIDI Eng/and, ed. S.D.  Michalove  and A. Compton
Reeves, Stroud  1998, pp.  107—16  with illustrations between 118—19.
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Edmund’s date of birth is unknownbut he was presumably a  minor until  1493
when he agreed to give up the dukcdom and  settle  for an earldom in return
for some of the  lands  which had been  lost  as a resultof his older brother’s
attainder.54 It is tempting to speculate as to whether Henry VII had heard
news of the story of Jane and had ordered an investigation with  a  view to
disinheriting the family, but  this  would not have made any difference to Henry’s
chief concern which was surely Edmund’s position as a potential  rival  for the
crown. The coming of age of Edmund could, however, have been an opportune
moment for a claimant hoping to recover de la Pole lands to  reveal Jane’s
story. Although space f0: drawing the roundels to show the lines of descent
was limited, it is striking that the one encompassing William de la Pole is
significantly smaller  than  all the othersand, indeed, the artist gave himself
some problems with this given how  much  information he then wished to cram
into  the circle. Was it the author’s intention to give  a  visual  indication of the
‘illegitimacy’ of the de la Pole position? If the new  earl  of Suffolk felt any
residual resentment over the loss of  ducal status  he kept it to himself and his
command of the king’s forces, with the  earl  of Essex and LordDaubeney
against  the Cornish rebels in  1497, gave the appearance  that  he was loyal to
the regime. In July 1499, however, Edmund fled to France following an  indict-
ment for murderbrought  against  him in King’s Bench.  Although  he returned
to England in the autumnthe earl’s position was then undergoing a  transforma-
tion. With the removal of Perkin Warbeck and the  earl  of Warwick, Suffolk
was henceforth the  most  senior surviving Yorkist claimant to the crown. It
seems  that  Henry VII’s suspicions about Suffolk began to gather momentum
after his return.55 More relevant to the issue of his lands, Suffolk found himself
under attack in the  courtsfromclaimants to his property, in two cases suffering
defeats.  This  too might have been  a  moment to be  seized  by another would-be
claimantf'“s Alternatively the story of Jane may have  emerged either in the period
after Edmund fled a second time, in August  1501  or after his imprisonment in
England between  March  1506 and his  execution  in  1513.  Indeed it may be
that the petitioner, if suchhe or she was, had scized the chance in the carve
up of de la Pole lands which followed Edmund’s death and  that  this would
best explain the rathervague  comment  that Jane’s  grandchildren were living
in  1490.

Here, alas, frustratingly and rather inconclusively, the story must  rest. It
may, of  course  be that the whole tale was nothing more than  a  fantastic story,

5‘ CPR, 1494—1509, pp. 259—61. RP, vol. 6, pp.  474—78.
55 Edmund de la  Pole’s relationship with Henry VII: S. Cunningham, ‘The last Yorkist

rebellion?  Henry VII and the  earl  of  Suffolk, 1499—1501’, forthcoming.  I  am indebted to

the  author  for allowing me to  consult  his paper in typesctipt.
5‘ The challenges to Edmund are discussed at length by Cunningham, ‘Yorkist  rebellion'.

See also  CPR, 1494—1509, p. 199. This case, however, concerning only two  acres  of  lands,
has all the  hallmarks  of  opportunism  on the part of the claimant and is unlikely to have
much to do with  a  question about Edmund’s inheritance in general.
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perhaps inspired by the contemporary spectacle of people posing as pretenders,
and that behind the document lies a petitioner who was simply trying it on
to see how muchde la Pole territory might be acquired.  Though  in  a  number
of respects it does not quite stand up to close  scrutiny, it nevertheless retains
a certain fascination. Even without Jane it has served to highlight the tensions
between  heirs  male and heirs general when they faced  the division of a large
estate. To what extent  Countess  Katherine had colluded with her younger son
in order to see  that  the  estates  would  pass  to the male  line  needs to be  taken
into  account but William de la Pole was nothing if not  ambitious  and acquisitive.
Certainly he was not  a  man to stand by and see family estates broken up and
the comital title pass elsewhere. To this extent, the explanation in the story
of Jane for the  actions  of the two widows is at least believable. As Professor
Colin  Richmond has recently concluded of William, ‘he was not a violent man’
but by non-violent  means he showed  a  capacity always to get his own way.
He was perhaps unusually sensitive  about inheritance problems of this sort
after his own experience. Richmond, in examining the story of the succession
to the lands of John Fitzralph of  Scoulton  and his wife, Alice  Whalesborough,
who was Alice Chaucer’s cousin, showed how the  Suffolks  made it their
business to investigate the couple’s marriage. It was a de la Pole-induced entail
of the 14305, arranged prior to  Alice  and John’s marriage, which ultimately
led to the disinheritance of the  couple’s  surviving daughter. From a man who
had experienced at first hand the perils for an  heir  male of an ancestor dying
seised in fee simple, this kind of interference is perhaps completely unsurpris-
ing.  It may have  been acceptable and even sensible to strike  a  deal for his
niece to have a lump sum in returnfor her relinquishing her claims and
Katherine may even  have  had a genuine vocation but it is hard to  avoid a
sense of injustice at  what  amounted to the disinheritance of Michael de la
Pole’s  daughters.“ As Dr Simon Payling has shown it was extremely rare for
heirs general to be  disinherited  either by an earlier  settlement  in  tail  male or
an ad but settlement.  A  commoner  solution  was the division of the  estates
between heirs male and general, but it was surely because the heiresses in this
case were so young and because their father had died even before he had
inherited  that that  respect for  daughters  which might  have sccuxed  their future
was so  easily disregarded.58

One final question, of course, is whether William ever knew that, although
he had perhaps silenced his  niece  Katherine, he had another niece who might
at any point have emerged to cause him great embarrassment. In an age replete
with conspiracies, rebellions, disappearing princes and pretenders, Jane with
the Blemyssh and her descendants were, at  least, in  distinguished  company.

57 Full  story: C. Richmond, I71: Pawn Fanny in the Fzfieentb Centugy. Ending, Manchester,
2000, pp.  234—37, quote  on p.  234.

5‘ Payling, ‘Social  mobility’, p. 61.
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Appendlx  59
. . .  rebuking her  saying she was  .  .  .[tom] . .  .
and because the sayd Jane wold  nott .....  [torn]. . . .
and commaunded the seyd Jane puttyng her in  gre.  .  .  .[tom]. .  .  that  sh
never  shew to no man whoes doughter  that  she was. And so the sayde dam.  . .  .[tom] .  .
her  grauntmoder  sayd to the people  that  she was  a pore  gentilmans chyld

and.  .  .  .  [tom].  .  . .
And aftyrwatd matyed her to  a  honest  ryche  ycmans  sons of Suffolke w. . .[tom] . . .
name was Willyam. This Willyam and Jane had  togyther  issue  that  ys to 52.. .  .[torn] .  .  .
the first  sone, Willyam, the  secund  some and John and John‘so
and  a  doughtet  .  . .  T  .  .  [tom] .  .  .
dyed and all his issue.  This  seyd Willyam the  secund  sone maryed a.  .  [tom] . .  .
mannys  dowghter whos  name  was Alys Gryse  this  Willyam and Alys.  .  .h  .  .  [torn] . .  .

issue  that  ys to say John, Margarete and Agnes which  were  lyvyng the  yere  of  cure
lorde god a  mcccc lxxxx.

This Syr Michell  father  to Jane was slayne at the batcll of  Agyncourte  on whos  soule
god have mercy. And aftyr his dyscesse dame  Elizabeth  hys wyff by councell  of Dame
Katetyne pool her mode: in lawe toke  Kateryne he: yongest doughtet" and  went  into
the  abbey of Bteseyerde and  there were  professed and endyd theyre lyvys in prayers
and chastiu' that  the erldome shuld remayne to the second  brother  Sir Wyllyam a  pool
be  cause  of the name.

And the seyde Jane with the blemyssh aftyr the decesse of her husbond  kepte  her a
wydowe and at  a  generall pardon from Rome she was confessed of  a  doctou:  to
whom she shewed her mynd of whatc progeny she  came and how she was put asyde.
And the  doctor  chargyd her in the payne of dedely synne that she shulde  pupplyssh
and  make  yt  knowen  to her childem and her issues of whome and what progenye
they came and  also  to alle other men.  .  .[tom]" .  .  ard of her lyffc  into  wimessynge
that the  knowle.  .  .[tom] . . sayde  that  the  gteate  power of god was un.  . .  .[tom] . .  .

59 I am indebted to the Public  Record Office, London, for permission to publish this
transcript  and the accompanying photograph.

6° Perhaps  the  first  John had died very young and  a further  son had  then  been given
the same name, a  not  uncommon  practice  in the period.

6' All  other  evidence points to Katherine  having been the eldest, not the youngest of
the  three  daughters.

‘2 Here  and at the end of the following two  gaps there  are approximately six words
nussmg.
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